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                                Abstract 

     Vapor growth of  SnO2 single crystals, belonging to rutile-type crystals, has 

tried by the reaction of  SnI, vapor with  02 gas or  H2O vapor.  SnO2 single crystals 

more easily crystallized by hydrolysis than by oxidation of  SnI4, and the optimum 

temperature range of the growth region was between 1200 °C and 1250 °C in the 

oxidation and between  1100  °C and  1150  °C in the  hydrolysis,  respectively. From 

the detail observations of the characteristic crystals grown by the hydrolysis, it was 

made clear that the  leaf-type elongated by the growth of <110> needles and thick-

ened by the deposition and diffusion on the surfaces succeeded to the elongating 

growth, that the pyramid-type elongated and thickened by the two dimensional layer 

growth and that the plate-type thickened by the two dimensional layer growth. The 
leaf and pyramid-types tended to crystallize to an octahedron consisting of the {101} 

and  {  011  } facets though their growth mechanisms were different. 

 1. Introduction 

     Vapor growth of  SnO2 single crystals, belonging to rutile-type crystals, has 

been attempted from some starting materials to examine the intrinsic electrical and 

optical  properties, and the growth conditions and crystalline habits have been 

reported  [1-4]. In these reports, high growth temperatures and long runnings for 

the growth of  SnO2 single crystals have been. required. 

     Previously, present authors and one of the authors have tried the vapor 

growth of ZnO single crystals, belonging to wrutzite-type crystals, by oxidation and 

hydrolysis of  Zni2, one of zinc halides, and reported the growth conditions, crystal-

line habits and crystallographic perfections, and discussed the growth mechanisms 

of needle and  plate, which were typical crystalline habits of the grown ZnO single 

crystals, by being based on the characteristic features of the obatined crystals  [5— 

7]. In those growth  experiments, where the starting  material,  ZnI2, and the
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reaction material , Oa or H.O , were transported continuously to the growth region , 

it had been expected that the grown ZnO single crystals had growth markings 

suggesting each stage of the growth by the reason that the growth was stopped in a 

state out of equilibrium. 

Concerning the vapor growth of SnO, single crystals from stannic halides as a 

starting material, M. Nagasawa et al. [8] and C. G. Fonstad et al. [9] have 

reported the growth by vapor reaction of SnC1+ with H20. Bu_t , that from stannic 

iodide has not been tried and, moreover, the growth mechal_aisms of Sn02 Single 

crystals from the vapor phase have n.ot been made clear yet. Therefore , the 

growth of SnO, single crystals by vapor reactioll._ of Snl* with 0= or H.O was carried 

out by modifying partially the experimental arrangement used for the growth of ZnO 

single crystals. 

As the results, SnO, single crystals remarkably grew ir_ the reaction of Snl* 

with H,O, and the growth temperature was comparatively low and the growth rates 

were large. Moreover , many characteristic SnO, single crystals which suggested 

their growth mechanisms were obtained, as was expected. In present paper, the 

growth conditions of SnO, single crystals by the vapor reaction of Snl4 and the 

crystalline habits and growth mechanisms of leaf , pyramid and plate-type SnO, 

single crystals, which are typical crystalline habits in present growth experiments, 

are reported. 

2. Growth procedure 

Schema of the experimental arrangement used for the growth of SnO, single 
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crystals and an example of its temperature profile are shown in Fig. l. The arrange-

ment is made up of two electric furrlaces, I and 11 , a horizontal alu_mina muffle 

tube (50 mm in internal diameter and,. 1000 mm in length) , which is main tube, 

through the furnaces, a combustion tt!_be (20mm in internal diameter) fixed hori-

zontally in the main tube , a qu_artz tube (35mm in internal diameter and 60mm in 

length) Iocatcd at the central part of the furnace II to disturb the rapid diffustion 

of reactir_g materials and two glass pipes, one for inflow of reaction gases and 

another for exhaust. About 30 grams of Snl* powder (99 .9~~ in purity) as the 

starting material was charged in a combustion boat and placed at the cer!_tral part 

of the furnace I inside the combustion tube. As a material reacted with Snl*, 

dried O, gas or H=0 vapor was prepared as the case of the growth experim_ents of 

The main tube was filled by N, gas u_ntil the ZnO single crystals from Znl,. 

temperattl_res of the furrl.aces attain.ed at the appointed one*- . The Snl+ powder was 

heated at a temperature between 190 'C and 200 'C which was beyond its sublimation 

temperature and the Snl+ vapor sublimated was transported through the combustion 

tube to the growth region, which was the central part of the furnace Il in the main 

tube, by drled N, gas which was t!_sed as a carrier gas. On the other hand, the 

dried O, ga~* or H,O vapor was carried into the growth region through the glass pipe 

II to be made a reacting atmosphere . Dried N2 gas was also used as a carrier gas 

for the transportation of H,O vapor , and two kinds of wet N, g""s, which were 

higher saturated_ wet N, ga-* and, Iower one , were produced while the dried N, gas 

passed_ through a glass flask filled with half full of water which was maintained at 

the temperature of 100 'C or at room temperature. The temperature of the growth 

region was va_ried between 1000 'C and. 1300 'C by each growth running in order 

to determine the optimum growth temperature in either case of the growth reactions 

of Snl* vapor with d.ried O, gas and wet N, gas. The flow rates of dried N, carrier 

gas ot Snl* vapor and dried O, or wet N, reaction gas were maintained about 230 

cc/min and 150 cc/min in every growth runnings, respectively. 

After growth runnings of several hours, many crystals and powder were 

observed around the tip of combu"*tion tube . These grown crystals and powder 

were identified a3 SnO, cry3tals and SnO, powder by X-ray diffraction method, 

respectively, and each crystal was certified to be a single crystal by the Divergent 

X-ray method Lll]. 

3. Growth conditions and morphologies 

When the dried O, gas was prepared as a reaction gas, the growth of SnO, 

c;ingle crystals was not noticeable, and the typical close-up , as grown after a 5 

hours running , is shown in Fig . 2(a). The grown SnO, single crystals were small 

and dendritic al_Id a great deal of powdery SnO, was always attended. The color 

of these crystals and powder were white . The optimum range of the temperature 

of growth region was between 1200 ~C and 1250 ~C . Large Sn02 Single crystals grew 
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(a) 

~;# 
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Fig. 2. Close-ups, as grov~'n, of Sn0= singie cr)~stals growing around the 

tip of the combustion ttTbe. ('a, B)' the reaction of Snl+ with 0= 
gas, (b, b_v the reaction with higher saturated ~vet ¥T, gas and 
(c) by the reacton vvith lower saturated wet :¥i, gas. 

when the wet N2 gas war~* prepared_ as a_ reaction gas and wher]_ the temperature of 

growth region was mair!_tained at a temper*n_ture between lIOO 'C and ll50 'C. 

Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show th_e clo~'.e-U.ps, as grown_ .after a 5 hoU_r'~. running, of 

Sn02 sirl_gle crystals growrl_ by the reaction of Snl, with H20 ; (b) is in the case of 

higher satU_rated wet N2 gas a_r)_d (c) Iower saturated or]_e. The growth of Sn02 

single crystals is more remarkable in the reactior]_ wlth lower ,".atu_rated wet N2 gas 

than with higher saturated one. Powdery Sr~_02 was not obtained at all in the both 

reactions of Snl+ with H.O. In order to examine the in_flu_ence of the diffusion of 

reaction materials from the ou.tside air through the interstices etc. of the arrangement 

on the growth of SrLO, cry~stals and the prodr!_ctiorL of powdery SnO, , which has been 

pofnted oLrt by B. Thiel et al. L41, some growth rU_nnings were performed Lmder 
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the growth condition only without preparing the reaction gas. As the results , no 

SnO, crystals and powdery SnO, were observed. 

From these experimental facts, it is made clcar that when the growth 
temperature is maintained at a temperatu_re between 1200 'C and 1250 'C , the growth 

of Sr_O, sir]_gle crystals and the productior_ of D, owdery SnO, are advanced by the 

oxidatior!_ expressed by next chemical equatiorL: 

Snl, + O* = SnO, + 2 I,, 

and when it is maintained at a temperature between lIOO 'C and ll50 'C , the growth 

of SnO* singlc crystals by the h_ydrolysis of Snl+ : 

S_r)_1, + 2 H,O = SnO. + 4 HI. 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) 

3mm 

6mm 

Fig . 3. Close-ups of ¥rarious type ~~n02 single crystals grown by the hydrolysis. 

Each cr..~~stal is designatcd as follo~vs for convenience sake : 

ra_) Ieaf-t,,･pe, rb) dendrite-type, fc.) p~,~ramld-type, (d) plate-type ancl 
(~e ) hollrJv~~-t~,~pe, rcspecti¥-ely. 
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Mbreover , from the comparison of the growing states shown in Figs. 2(a) , (b) and 

(c) , it is recognized that the crystallization of SnO, single crystals easily advanced 

by the hydrolysi-* of Snl* than by the oxidation of Snl*, and that it is more easily 

advanced by the reaction of Snl+ with lower saturated wet N, gas than with higher 

saturated one . 

Various types of SnO* single crystal~* obtained after each runnmg of 5 hours 

by the hydroly~*is of Snl* are shown in Fig. 3. We have de~*ignated (a) , (b) , (c) , 

(d) and (e) as leaf, dendrite, pyramid, plate and_ hollow-type SnO, single crystals 

from their morphologies as a matter of conve_.11_ience , respectively. They were 
colorless and. transparent or ~*emi-transparent for their incomplete surfaces. A 
characteristic region is observed at the center of the leaf and pyramid-types along 

their lengthwi**e direction*- a** if it was a trace of growth axis. The dendrite-type , 

which were consisted of many leaf-type sir!_gle cry*-t*n_Is, grew mainly in the reaction 

with lower saturated wet N, gas and the pyramld and plate-type sir_gle cry~-tals grew 

mainly in the reactior!, with higher sattl_rated wet N, gas, and in the plate-type two 

kinds were distingrl_ished as is shown in Fig. 3(d_) . The growth of the leaf and 

hollow-type **ingle crystals were fol~l_nd in the both reactions of hydroly~*is. The 

hollow-type had_ a groove or a hol. Iow d_ue to three or four enclosed surfaces in the 

lengthwise direction. The grow..rl_ SnO, *･ingle crystals are generally larger in the 

reactior!.. with lower saturated wet N, gas, thotl_gh they are more frail , than with 

higher saturated one . 

4 . Crystallographic properties 

4 - I . Crystd~1lir!_e habits 

The crystalline habits of the leaf, pyramid and plate-type SnO, single crystals 

were investigated by a gonio-microscope. In thi~･ investigation , the orientations of 

crystal axes and the indices of crystal face,"* were determind by comparing observed 

facial angle** with those theoretically calculated. And, the lattice parameter~* 

determined by W. H . Bat!_r LIO] , which were ~*upported by another inve"*tigator L8] 

and_ fairly coir!.cid.ed with on_es given by T. Takizawa et al. L3] , i.e. a=b = 4.~37 

A, c = 3.185 A, were used in the theoretical calculation. 

The crystalline habits of the leaf and pyramid-type SnO, single crystals are 

shown in Figs. 4(a) and (b) , schematically. Though the leaf-type SnO, single 

crystal h.a'-* com_plicated surfaces a** a whole and imperfect parte are observed on 

their stl_rfaces, many a little-d_eveloped {lOl} and {Oll} face~- which make up gables-

like structl;!_res are found at the ed.ge~*. The pyramid-type Sn02 single crystal has 

eight well-developed {lOl} and {Oll} faces building up an octahedron. In the both-

types , the characteristic regions parallel to LllO] direction are sketched at the 

central part of them, as is found in Figs. 3(a) and (c) . Figure 4(c) shows a 

scanning electron microphotograph of the part of the characteristic region and the 

gables-1ike structure of the leaf-type SnO, single crystal. From this figure , it is 
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5. Crvsta]line habits of the 

plate-t.,vpe Sn02 single crys-

tals. (a) The <(Oll)> plate 
and (b, the <(lll) plate. 

~ig. 4 Crystalline habits of the leaf 

and pyramid-type SnO, single 
cr.vstals. (aJ Thc leaf-type and 
(b) the pyramid-type. (c) A fou_nd that the characteristic region is 

scanning electron microphoto- a gathenr]_g of small gables which is 
graph of a part of thc leaf-type. also m_ad_e up by nt!_merou_s slightly 
(d, An idealized sketch of an 

eveloped il~l: and iOll} faces. The octahcdron consisted of [lOl: and 

:.Olll facet_s. growth axes of both-type Sn02 single 
crystals are rlIOI directin. An idea-

lized -*ketch_ of their cryst*･,llization. property gu_e*-*-ed from these investigations is 

shown in Fig. 4(d.) , as to help the u.r_derstanding for their crystallographic property. 

The plate-type Sr!_O -'_. , *lngle cry tals have well developed Oll faces. Two 

kinds of th_c plates n^,_ay be dl tlngm.hed by thelr crystal axes. Their crystalline 

habrt arc scher]_1.atically sh_owl_n_ i,_n_ Fig.5. Figues 5(a) and (b) are named as <011) 

plate and <(lll) plat,e, rec;pectively. The lateral urface are made I~p by 100 

and llO: faces iln the <:oll) plate and by iIOO;, :llO: and f.lOIJ face m the 

<lll)> plate The :Oll: twin_In_ir_g plane which is pointed out by M. Nagasawa et 

al. L81 is cl*^arly recogll_ized_ in the both kinds of plates, that Is LA] and LB] 

denoted in Fig. 5 are the relatroll of twln one another The oll: twinnlng planes 

are al*-o recog~i-1,-lzed il...~_ the hollow-typc SnO* single crystals, but they are not uncertain 

in the lcaf .n~~nd pyrari~icl-typ*,. --. AlthoL~_gh the hollow-types have complicated externa] 
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structures due to 

are not explained 

the 

in 

twinning planes 

present paper. 

4 - 2. Interna] structures 

The internal structures of 

were observed by the Divergent 

X-ray micro-focus on the anode 

specimen to the film was 32 mm 

a goniometer was strU_ck by the 

and are interesting crystal lographi cal I y , they 

the leaf and <011> plate-type SnO, single crystals 

X-ray method [lll, in which the distance from the 

to the specimen wa;~. 100 mm_ ar!_d the one from the 

The specimen clam_ped vertically by cement on 

dlvergent white X-rays wh_ich were emitted from a 

(a') 

(b ) (b ' ) 

Fig . 6. Divergent X~-ra_v radiographs of the leaf and (Oll) plate-type 
Sn02 single cr_vstals. (a) and (al) show the image of the central 
black part and a br~oad Laue-spo 
ancl fT.)1_) sho~~~ ones of the <(Oll: 

ol~ the leaf-t¥-pe, respccti¥-e]y. (b ) 

.~ plate-t~,･pe , respectivel¥~ . 
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micro-focus on Ag anode, whose apparent lze wa about O 05 x O 05 mm'. The 

applied voltage and beam current were 46 kV and 0.2 mA, respectively. The 
duration of the expo^*u_re for taki..11_g the Laue-spots a_,,_Id that of the central black part 

were about 35 hours and 30 seconds respectively, and the Fuji Softex F. G. films 

were t!_sed. The axis of the ir_cident Divergent white X-ray is parallel to LOOl] 

direction of the leaf a_11_d perpendicU_1ar to (Oll) urface of the <011> plate. Figures 

6 (a) and (a') show the imo_ge of central black part and a broad Laue-spo t in the 

Divergent X-ray radiograph of the leaf-type respectively. Similarly, Fig. 6(b) and 

(b') show those of the <011> plate-type. The'~*e figures indicate that their inter-

nal structures and their singlarities are fairly good , though a traceable pattern in 

the LllOl lengthwise direction , which correspond to the characteristic region, is 

observed in the radiographs of the leaf-type SnO, single crystals. 

5. Growth mechanisms 

Mean growth rater~. of th,^_ Ieaf, pyramid and plate-type Sno, single crystls, 

which were estimated.. fron~_ the averaged size's of each type and the time of each 

growth running, are show_.11_ i_.rl_ Fig. 7 for some principal directions. The values of 

the leaf-type are larger than ones of 

the other-types in < Il0> direction. 

Especially, in the growth of LlIOI 

direction, the leaf-type is three times 

or more as large as the pyramid.-type 

in spite of the same crystallization 

property. This will suggest that the 
( ** **/*+* ) 

growth mechani-*m of the leaf-type 
Fig. 7. Mean growth rates in princjpal 

differs from the other-types. In the directions of leaf, pyramid and 
<011> and <lll> plate-types, their plate-type SnO, single crystals. 

mean growth rates alor!.g the crystal 

axes are almost eqt!_al, and or!_es of the pyramid-type are the smallest of all types. 

5 - I . Leaf-type 

Close-ups of d_endritic cry"*tals, which were obtained st!_ccessfully in shortened 

runnings of the growth experirr!_ents, are shown in Figs. 8 (a) and (b) . They 

were in contact with the insid_e wall of the combustion tube at the point of markings 

~ in this figures, which was the starting point of the growth. The dendritic 

crystal shown in Fig. 8 (a) offers a <ll0> needle *-tructure which consists of a LllO] 

needle and LllO] needles growing from the one side of the LllO] needle. Figure 8 

(b) shows a further advanced stage of the growth of the dendritic crystal showing 

in Fig. 8 (a) . In this stage , the thickening growth of the LllO] needle and the 

[llO] needles are observed in addition to t.heir elongating growth and the spaces 

between the LllO] need_1es are filled. Moreover, it is found that the [110] needles 
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l mm 

(b ) 

(c) 

Fig. 8. Dendritic crystals sug_gesting the gro~vth mechanisln of a 

type Sn02 single cr_vstal. (a) A close-up of the dendritic 
obtained in earliel~ stage of the gro~vth. (b.) Or]e in the t'urther 

ad¥'anced stage of the growth. (c) _~~n optical microphotograph 
the <(llOl)> second nccdles being in the midst or~ the thickening 
g ro¥i~*th . 

whrch are crystallographlcally eqtl*1 to the LllO] ~_-_eed_le3 grow from_. the 

of the LllOl needle thot!gh they are small The llIOL r~."_ed_le ~~!.*nd_ 

LllOl need]es growing from both *Ide of the llO ne~~le _ called. r^ ** 
as a first needle and_ secol_Id needles for conve'._1_iel~_ce s*~ke. The d_eviation of growth 

between the second need_1es, LlIOJ ans LllO:, will be origil_1_ated by the uneqL1-al 

preparation of Sn02 molecules around the first n_eed.le. The d_evelopment of faces 

Is hardly observed yet m the3e stage~ .. Figure 8 fc) show a'n optrcal mlcropho 

tograph of the *econd needle belng In the mld_ 3t of the th.ickening growth. The 

edge-lines of each gable denotlng b¥ markillg are slightl"v ob3erved at the 

[1 OOum 

leaf-

cr)'stal 

oi' 

another side 

the LlIOI and 

, respectively, 
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center along the lengthwise directlon of the needles 

An optical microphotograph of a leaf-type SnO, single crystal which will grow 

through the each stage shown in Fig. 8 are shown in Fig. 9 (a) . The gables-1ike 

structures, denoted by LAI , and the characteristic region, by IBJ , which are made 

up of {lOl} and fOll} faces as is mentioned in earlier section, are observed. Figure 

9 (b) shows a scanning electron microphtograph in left-side view of the leaf-type 

SnO, single cry~'*tal showing in Fig. 9 (a) . Pyramidal patterr!_s der!_oted by markings 

T in this figu_re, which are rr!_arks of the tip ends of second needles, are observed 

Therefore, it is clearly conf~.iderable that the correspond.i._ngly to every gables. 

characteristic region and the gable3-like structures are corresponding to the first 

needle al_1_d_ the second_ _T1_eedles, re'-*pectively. The flOl: and fOlli faces are 

developed from the edges and_ are not appeared at the central part of the crystal 

except the characteristic region. As this reason, it is offered. that the edges are 

higher than the central part irL su.persatU_ration, and that the th_ickness in LOOll 

direction is the largest at the ce..rlter and decreases toward the ed.ge-* as the result 

that the leaf-type tend to crystallize into an octahedron-sh_ape consi;sting of eight 

:lO11 and iOll{ facet3 as i3 show._n_ ir_ Fig 4 (d) o that the tlrface energy of the 

leaf-type m_ay becom_e the lowest. 

[llOl 

l mm 

Imm 

Fig. g. A Ieaf-type Sn02 sing_'1e cr_vstal grovvn through the each 

sta~*e sho~vn in 1~ig. 8. fa) +¥n optical lllicr'ophoto~~raph, 

f b) A scannin~~ clcctron microphoto~_~raph of the lef't-side 

~~ Ic~A~ . 
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From these observations of the characteristic figures as is shown in Figs. 8 

and 9 , it is concluded that the growth of a leaf-type is proceeded by the manner 

that a LllO] needle grow first and LllO] and LllO] r!_eedles do <-.eco_n_dly from the 

both ~;-id_es of the LllO] needle, perpendict!_1arly or!_e after a_11_other, and then the 

gables-1ike structures corresponding to the <ll0> second needles and the character-

istic region corresponding to the LllO] fir**t ,_11_eedle are formed by the d_eposition and 

diffusion of the molecules from the ed.ges, where the supersatu.ration is higher, as 

the result of the thickening growth of each needle successive to the elongating 

growth in which the dendritic crystal tend to crystallize into an octahedron-shape as 

the final stage of the growth. That is, though the mechanism of elongating growth 

of the*.e <ll0> needles is not clear in pre**ent experimen_ts, two-steps: the elon.gating 

growth dr!_e to the preced.irl_g needles and the thickening growth, which are recognized 

in the growth of the plate-type Zr!~O single cry-*tal** by vapor reacticu^+ of Znl= with 

H,O, are also recognized in the growth of leaf-type SnO, single cry-*ta_Is. 

5 - 2. Pyramid-type 

Figrl_re 10 shows ~~canning electron microphotographs of the SnO, single crystals 

suggesting The e crystal~ are also the growth mechar!.ism of a pyramld type 

obtained in **hortened growth rL,_,.n_r]_ings by the reaction of Snl+ with higher ~-aturated 

wet N, gas a,n_d the markings T In the figures indicate the starting point of growth. 

Figure lO(a) offers a rod-1ike SnO, single crystal havin_g four faces, (lOl) , (lOl) , 

(Oll) and (Oll), on which some bu.nching ~*teps are observed, at the top and having 

stepped su_rfaces from the central part to the root. From this characteristic figure, 

it can be guessed that the growth in the LllO] direction, the elomgating growth, i-* 

advanced by two dimensional layer growth from the tip edge, where the supersat-

uration is higher, on the (lOl) , CIOl) , (Oll) and (Oll) faces a~ the e four face 

are always expoused at the top . Figure lO(b) *-hows the further advanced stage 

of the growth in the rod-1ike SnO, single crystal , and the enlarged microphotograph 

of the portion of LAJ in Fig, lO(b) is shown in Fig. lO(c) . Though the pattern 

of the stepped surfaces due to the elorlgating growth remain at the central , { 101} 

and {Oll} faces develope well around it and many bunching steps are clearly 

recognized on these faces. That is, the thickenir)_g growth i-* adva..nced by the two 

dimensional layer growth from the top in succes**ion_ of the elongati_11_g growth , as to 

expose the {lO1} and {Oll} facets of an octahedron-shape. 

From these observations, it is made clear that the pyramid-type SnO, ~~ingle 

crystal is not grown by the manner that the growth of the <ll0> needles precedes 

the thickening growth as is mentioned in the growth of the leaf-type, though their 

crystallization properties are same, but the pyramid-type is elongated and thickened 

by the two dimensional layer growth on the {lOl} and {Oll} faces toward the final 

stage of the growth as is shown in Fig. 4 (d) . 
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( a) 

lOOum 

(b) 

[llO J 

tllO] 

[IIO J 
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Fig lO. Scanning electron microp'notographs suggesting the 
growth mechanism of a pyramid-type Sn02 single crystal. 
(a) A rod-like crystal indicating the elongating mechani-

sm. ('b) An further advancad stage of the grovvth; 
indicating the thickening mechanism. (.c) The enlarged 
microphotopraph of the portion of CA) in (b). 

5 - 3 . Plate-type 

Optical microphotographs of the <011)> and <lll) plates, which are grown 

by the reaction of Snl, with higher saturated wet N, gas, are shown in Figs. Il(a) 

and (b) , respectivly. The starting point of the growth are indicated by markings 

~ in these figures. Many steps, edge-lines of which are parallel to each other, 

are observed on their (Oll) surfaces of the both-type plates and the (Oll) surfaces 

are higher at the top part than at the root due to the steps. Figures ll(c) and 

(d) show the enlarged microphotographs of the portion of the steps in figs. Il(a) 

and (b) , respectiveiy. These figures show that they are bunching steps due to the 

two dimensional layer growth on the (Oll) surfaces and are piled-up from the tops 

to the roots in the both-type plates. The inclinations between the lines of the bunch-

ing steps and the LOlll or Llll] growth directlon, denoted by a and ~ in the 

These value"* coincide with the theoretical ones figures, are a =39 and p=79' . 
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angles between the LlliJ and Lllil directions and the LOIIJ growth direction 

<011> plate and between the lllll direction and the Lllll growth_ direction 

<lll> plate, respectively. 

From these figures, it is concluded tha_t though the elo,_lgati+_･_g growth is not 

the thickening growth is advanced by the two dimensional layer growth from 
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ll. Optical microphotographs of the -~~Oll,; and <(lll/' Plate-type 

Sn02 single cr~vstals suggesting their thickening mechanlsm of 

the growth. (a) The <(Oll; plate-type and (b) the ･(lll)> plate-
typc. rc) and rd~ The enlar~f_ ccl micropotograplns on thc (Oll~ 
surt'accs ot' the '~~Oll 1,･ alld ･~ lll',･ plate-t~~1]es, respecti¥-cl¥'. 
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the top to the root in both -type plates and that the molecules taking part in the 

crystallizations are always associated in the <lll> directions. 

6 . Su m mar y 

SnO, single crystals were grown from the vapor phase by the oxidation of Snl+ 

at the temperature range of the growth region between 1200 ~C and 1250 ~C and by 

the hydrolysis of it between lIOO ~C and ll50 ~C. In the oxidation, they were small 

and dendritic, and a great deal of powdery SnO, was prodnced. On the other 

hand, in the hydrolysis, they were crystallized largely and more largely in the 

case of the reaction with lower saturated wet N, gas. Pyramid and plate-types grew 

mainly in the reaction with higher saturated wet N2 gas, and dendrite-types mainly 

in the reaction with lower one. Leaf and hollow-types were obtained in the both 

cases of the hydrolysis. 

Though the both type'* of leaf and pyramid tended to crystallize into an 

octahedron-shape having {lOl} and {Oll} facets, their growth mechanisms were 

different : the leaf-type grew by the manner that the growth of <011> needles, 

the elongating growth , the growth mechanism of which was not clear , preceded 

to the thickening growth by the deposition and diffusion of molecules, and the 

pyramid-type elongated and thickened by the two dimensional layer growth on the 

{lOl} and {Oll} surfaces. The plate-types, two kinds of which were distinguished 

from the differences of their growth axes, thickened by the two dimensional layer 

growth on the (Oll) snrfaces, thongh their elongating growth mechanism was 

unknown . 

The growth mechanism that the growth of needles preceded the thickening. 

growth , which had been observed in the growth of plate -type ZnO single crystal 

grown by the vapor reaction of Znl, with H,O, was also observed in the growth of 

leaf -ty pe . 
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